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Pharmaceutical Trials and Research

Advanced Solutions for
Global Clinical Trials
EEG solutions with real-time support for
pharmaceuticals, therapeutic devices,
and other research trials
Lifelines Neuro delivers proven experience supporting
pharmaceuticals, therapeutic devices, and other research trials
around the globe. With extensive neurodiagnostics experience,
a dedicated support staff, and widespread access to physicians
and registered EEG technologists, Lifelines Neuro is a respected
partner of pharmaceutical researchers world-wide.
Our established, turnkey, cloud-based EEG solution, helps
clinical researchers gain real-time access to data from anywhere
in the world. By incorporating this into studies, contract research
organizations (CROs) and pharma research teams benefit from
enhanced efficiency, decreased cost, improved accuracy, and
more effective outcomes.

Ask about our Research Services today
sales@lifelinesneuro.com
866-889-6505
lifelinesneuro.com
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Global Support
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• 24/7, remote, real-time
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• Our cloud-based platform
provides consistency at all
sites.
• The ability to scale rapidly
as regulatory requirements
change, including increased
number of sites, protocol
shifts due to negotiations,
and/or altered or expanded
deadlines provides cost
efficiencies.
• All equipment and software
meet HIPAA, FDA, CE, and
GDPR requirements, while
providing real-time data
(EEG and video) through
the Cloud.
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256-bit encryption of data is
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• Our Vigilance Monitoring
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trial time and costs.

highly qualified, esteemed
Central Reviewers can
assist in situations
regarding study eligibility.
This will improve efficiency
in the study protocol.
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